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Connections between reflexivity and the fixed-point property for nonexpansive
self-mappings of nonempty, closed, bounded, convex subsets of a Banach space are
1 . `investigated. In particular, it is shown that l G for uncountable sets G and l
cannot even be renormed to have the fixed-point property. As a consequence, if an
Orlicz space on a finite measure space that is not purely atomic is endowed with
the Orlicz norm, the Orlicz space has the fixed-point property exactly when it is
reflexive. Q 1996 Academic Press, Inc.
The problem of classifying the family of Banach spaces for which every
nonexpansive self-mapping of a nonempty, closed, bounded, convex subset
of the Banach space has a fixed point has been intensively studied for
almost 40 years. Such Banach spaces are said to have the fixed-point
property for nonexpansi¨ e mappings, or the fixed-point property for short.
Despite many impressive results stating that certain classes of Banach
spaces have the fixed-point property, the problem is, in some ways, as open
today as it was 30 years ago.
It is easy to give examples of nonexpansive mappings, in fact, isometries
1 on subsets of c and l without fixed points. See, for example, the recent0
w x .books 2, 9 . Since every classical nonreflexive Banach space contains an
isometric copy of one of these two spaces, it follows that all of the classical
nonreflexive spaces fail to have the fixed-point property. It has also been
known for some time that uniformly rotund Banach spaces have the fixed
w xpoint property 3, 10, 12 ; thus, all of the classical reflexive spaces have the
1 Supported in part by an Oakland University Research Fellowship.
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fixed-point property. It is, therefore, natural to question if a relationship
exists between Banach spaces with the fixed-point property and reflexivity,
and it is questions of this nature that we address in this paper. To be exact,
does the fixed-point property imply reflexivity and do reflexive Banach
spaces have the fixed-point property? With regard to the second question,
it should be noted that it is not even known if superreflexive spaces have
the fixed-point property.
In considering the first question, if the fixed-point property implies
reflexivity, it is tempting to try to construct nonreflexive spaces with the
fixed-point property. Where, however, should one look for such spaces?
Perhaps the most natural place to look is among the renormings of c or l10
since these are, in a sense, the simplest of the nonreflexive Banach spaces.
There is another advantage of considering these two classical spaces. If it
can be shown that neither of these spaces can be renormed to have the
fixed-point property, it would follow that the fixed point property in a
Banach lattice or in a Banach space with an unconditional basis would
w ximply reflexivity 4 . Thus, success in considering the isomorphism classes
of these two spaces would have extremely pleasant consequences for
several large classes of Banach spaces.
For the time being, we restrict our attention to renormings of l1. It is
w x 1 1known 11 that any renorming of l contains almost isometric copies of l .
It is reasonable therefore to try to perturb the classical example of a
nonexpansive map without a fixed point in l1 to get a similar example in
any renorming of l1. Unfortunately, we have not had success in doing this
in general. However, if the copy of l1 is ``good enough,'' then such a
perturbation can be made to work.
DEFINITION 1. A Banach space X contains an asymptotically isometric
1  .copy of l if, for every sequence « decreasing to 0, there exists an
 .  . < <sequence x of norm-one elements in X such that  1 y « a Fn n n n
5 5 < <  . a x F  a for all sequences a of real numbers.n n n n n n
w xIt has been shown in 6 that, if a Banach space contains an asymptoti-
cally isometric copy of l1, then the Banach space fails the fixed-point
property. Since there exist renormings of l1 such that the renorming
1 w xcontains no asymptotically isometric copy of l 7 , the above fact cannot
be used to show that all renormings of l1 fail the fixed-point property. It
does, however, suggest another question: Which Banach spaces contain
asymptotically isometric copies of l1? These spaces would fail to have the
fixed-point property. In fact, in considering the answer to this question, we
are led to Banach spaces which cannot even be renormed to have the
fixed-point property.
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1 .THEOREM 2. If G is uncountable, then any renorming of l G contains
an asymptotically isometric copy of l1. Consequently, if G is uncountable,
1 .l G cannot be renormed to ha¨e the fixed-point property.
w xNote that the result in 7 mentioned prior to the statement of the
theorem shows that the uncountability of the index set is crucial.
1 .  .  .Proof. Let e be the element in l G with e g s 1 and e a s 0 ifg g g
A A 1 1 .a / g . Let ? be a norm equivalent to the l norm on l G . Specifi-
< < A Acally, there exists m, M ) 0 such that m c F  c e Fg g F g g g F g g
< <M c for all finite sets F in G.g g F g
 . A ANote that if there exists a sequence e such that N ' e de-g j gj j
creases to m, then
` ` `em g j< < < <c F c F c .  g g gj j jN Nj jjs1 js1 js1
 .Since mrN increases to 1, a subsequence of the sequence e willj g j1 A Aprovide an asymptotically isometric copy of l in the ? -renorming of
1 .l G . Thus, to complete the proof, we need only show the existence of a
sequence with the described property. Actually the sequence constructed
 .will be a certain block basic sequence of e .g
Let A be an uncountable subset of G and define m 'A
A A < < 4inf  c e :  c s 1, B a finite subset of A . Note that m Fbg B b b bg B b
m F M for all uncountable subsets A of G and that m increases as AA A
 .decreases. Let A be a decreasing chain of uncountable subsets ofa a - v 1
 .G, where v is the first uncountable ordinal. Then m is a1 A a - va 1
nondecreasing transfinite sequence of real numbers and, hence, eventually
constant. Thus there exists a such that if a G a , then m s m ' m .0 0 A A 0a a 0
Consider A . There exist a natural number n and real numbers c0 anda 1 j00 n1 < 0 <elements g in G for j s 1, . . . , n such that  c s 1 and m Fj 1 js1 j 0
A n1 0 A0 c e F m q 1. Since F A s B, there exists a G a suchjs1 j g 0 a a 1 0j
that g 0 f A for j s 1, . . . , n . Since m s m , there exist a naturalj a 1 A 01 a 1
number n and real numbers c1 and elements g 1 in G for j s 1, . . . , n2 j j 2
1n 1 n 12 2< < A A1such that  c s 1 and m F  c e F m q . Continue injs1 j 0 js1 j g 0 2j
 .  .this matter to obtain a block basic sequence x of e , where x sk g k
nk cke k . Thenjs1 j g j
< < < <m c F c x F M c  0 k k k k
k k k
and
A Ax x m as k­`.k 0
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 A A.Thus, by the reasoning supplied earlier, the sequence x r x gener-k k
1 1 .ates an asymptotically isometric copy of l in l G , and this completes the
proof.
w xSince Peøczynski 15 has shown that, for separable Banach spaces X, XÂ
contains an isomorphic copy of l1 if and only if X U contains isomorphic
1 .copies of l G for some uncountable G, the following corollary is immedi-
ate.
COROLLARY 3. If X is a separable Banach space containing an isomor-
phic copy of l1, then X U cannot be renormed to ha¨e the fixed-point property.
In particular, l` cannot be renormed to ha¨e the fixed-point property.
Note that, with the above hypotheses, it may be possible to renorm X U
to have the weak fixed-point property, i.e., that nonexpansive self-map-
pings of weakly compact convex subsets have fixed points. For example,
` w x `since l can be renormed to have normal structure 19 , l can be
renormed to have the weak fixed-point property.
In certain circumstances, the separability of X in Corollary 3 is unnec-
essary.
COROLLARY 4. If a Banach space X contains a complemented copy of l1,
then X U cannot be renormed to ha¨e the fixed-point property.
Corollary 4 follows immediately from the second statement in Theorem
3 since X U will contain a copy of l` whenever X contains a comple-
1 w xmented copy of l , regardless of the separability of X 5 . Of course, there
 w x. 1do exist spaces e.g., C 0, 1 which contain copies of l , but which contain
no complemented copies of l1.
The usefulness of the above results in relating the fixed-point property
with reflexivity will now be illustrated in the context of Orlicz spaces. The
w xbasic definitions and facts about Orlicz spaces may be found in 13 or 16 .
 .We recall a few specific results that we shall need. First, if V, S, m is a
F .finite nonatomic measure space, the Orlicz space L m is reflexive if and
only if the Young function F and its conjugate function C both satisfy a
 w x .D -condition for large values. This is a result due to Luxemburg 14, 16 .2
F .Recall also that an Orlicz space L m can be endowed with either of two
5 5   .equivalent norms: the Luxemburg norm f s inf r ) 0 : HF frr dm FF
4  .   . 4 1 or the Orlicz norm N ? s sup Hfg dm : HC g dm F 1 . Note, ourF
w x .notation is the opposite of the notation in 16 . We shall also use that, if
the measure space is finite and not purely atomic, the Young function F
satisfies a D -condition for large values of its argument if and only if the2
F .Orlicz space L m , endowed with the Luxemburg norm contains no
` w xisometric copy of l 17 . Since the exact nature of the isometry will prove
`  F .useful in the following, let us briefly describe how l embeds in L m ,
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5 5 .? when F fails to satisfy a D -condition for large values. In thisF 2
 .setting, one can construct a sequence of norm-one functions g such thatn
 . `the g 's have disjoint support, HF g dm decreases to 0, and  g isn n ns1 n
 .also norm-one. The map which sends a bounded sequence a to a gn n n
` F .is then an isometry of l into L m . Finally, it is useful to note that
5 5  . F .f F N f for every f g L m and that if f / 0, the inequality isF F
w xstrict 13, p. 78; 16, p. 73 .
A connection between reflexivity and the fixed-point property in Orlicz
spaces can now be stated.
 .THEOREM 5. Let V, S, m be a finite measure space that is not purely
F .atomic. The Orlicz space L m , endowed with the Orlicz norm, has the
fixed-point property if and only if it is reflexi¨ e.
 F .  ..Proof of Necessity. Suppose that L m , N ? has the fixed-pointF
F .property but that L m is not reflexive. Then, by Luxemburg's result
mentioned above, either the Young function F or its conjugate function C
fails to satisfy a D -condition for large values.2
Suppose F fails to satisfy the D -condition for large values. Then l`2
F .embeds isometrically into L m with the Luxemburg norm and, since the
Luxemburg and the Orlicz norms are equivalent, l` embeds isomorphically
F . `into L m with the Orlicz norm. But this would give a renorming of l
with the fixed-point property, a contradiction to Corollary 3.
The only other possibility is that C fails to satisfy the D -condition for2
 .  C 5 5 .large values while F does. Let g denote the functions in L , ? sCn
 F .  ..U `  C 5 5 .L m , N ? giving rise to the isometry of l in L , ? . ChooseCF
 . F .  .functions f in L m such that N f s 1, the support of f isn F n n
 .contained in the support of g , and Hg f dm ) 1 y e , where e is an n n n n
5  . 5sequence decreasing to 0. Then, since  sgn a g s 1,Cn n n
N a f G sgn a g a f dm .  HF n n n n n n /  /  /
n n n
< <s a g f dm Hn n n
n
< <G 1 y e a . . n n
n
 .Thus, since N f s 1,F n
< < < <1 y e a F N a f F a . .  n n F n n n /
n n n
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 F .  ..Thus, if C fails the D -condition for large values, L m , N ? contains2 F
an asymptotically isometric copy of l1 and, thus, fails to have the fixed-point
property. This contradicts the hypothesis and the proof that the fixed-point
property implies the reflexivity is complete.
Before proving the converse, it is useful to note an alternative formula
for computing the Orlicz norm and a sufficient condition for a Banach
 .lattice to have the weak fixed-point property. It is known that N f sF
 .  . . F . w xinf 1rk 1 q H F kf dm for each f g L m 13, 16 . This formula,k ) 0 V
sometimes called Amemiya's formula, allows the computation of the Orlicz
norm without reference to the conjugate Young function. Note that the
w xinfimum is actually attained 16 .
In the setting of Banach lattices, a sufficient condition that ensures the
w xweak fixed-point property is known 2 . A Banach lattice X is uniformly
5 5monotone if, for every e ) 0, there exists d ) 0 such that x G 1 q d
5 5 5 5whenever x G y G 0, x y y G e , and y s 1. It is known that, if X is
the Banach lattice with a uniformly monotone norm and l1 is not finitely
representable in X, then X has the weak fixed-point property. We now
return to the proof of Theorem 5.
F .Proof of Sufficiency. Suppose L m is reflexive. Let e ) 0 and f , g g
F .  .  .L m such that g G f G 0, N g y f G e , and N f s 1. In order toF F
F .  .show that L m is uniformly monotone, we need to show that N g )F
1 q d for some d depending only on e . Since F satisfies a D -condition2
for large values, convergence in norm is equivalent to convergence in
w x  .mean 13, p. 76; 16, p. 83 . Thus there exists h e ) 0, depending on e , but
 .  .not depending on f or g, such that H F g y f dm ) h e . By Amemiya'sV
 .formula for the Orlicz norm of g, choose k ) 0 such that N g sF
 .  . .1rk 1 q H F k g dm .V
Assume first that k G 1. In this case,
1
N g s 1 q F k g dm .  .HF  /k V
1
G 1 q F k f dm .H /k V
1
q F k g y f dm , since f , g y f G 0, . .H
k V
G N f q F g y f dm , since k G 1, .  .HF
V
G 1 q h e . .
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 .In the case that k F 1, consider two possibilities: either N g G 3r2F
 .  .in which case there is nothing to prove or 1 F N g F 3r2. In the latterF
case, it is clear that k G 2r3. Again, the equivalence of convergence in
mean and norm convergence in the presence of a D -condition for large2
 .values yields that there exists j ) 0 such that H F 2 gr3 dm ) j for all gV
with norm at least 1. Then,
1
N g s 1 q F k g dm .  .HF  /k V
G 1 q F k g dm .H
V
G 1 q F 2 gr3 dm .H
V
G 1 q j .
1 .   . 4Setting d e s min h e , j , yields that a reflexive Orlicz space with the2
Orlicz norm is uniformly monotone. In fact, the proof shows a bit more:
Only the fact that F satisfies a D -condition for large values is used to get2
.the conclusion.
wSince a reflexive Orlicz space is also superreflexive 1; 4, p. 174; 16, p.
x 1 F .297 , l is not finitely representable in L m . Thus, by the previously
F .mentioned theorem, the reflexive Orlicz space L m , endowed with the
 .Orlicz norm, has the weak fixed-point property. This completes the proof
of Theorem 5.
The sufficiency in Theorem 5 may also be derived from a result of Wang
w xand Shi 18 which states that an Orlicz space with the Orlicz norm has
uniform normal structure exactly when it is reflexive.
Whether a theorem analogous to Theorem 5 is true if the Orlicz norm is
replaced by the Luxemburg norm is still open. In the proof of the
necessity, it was noted, in the case that the conjugate function C fails to
satisfy a D -condition for large values while F satisfies one, that the Orlicz2
space endowed with the Orlicz norm contains an asymptotically isometric
copy of l1 and, thus, fails to have the fixed point property. In the same
1  F . 5 5 .setting, the analogous proof provides copies of l in L m , ? , but itF
does not show that these copies are asymptotically isometric. So, although
the analogous theorem may be true, a different proof will be needed in the
second case in the necessity. The other direction of the theorem remains
valid even if the Orlicz norm is replaced by the Luxemburg norm. The
w xproof of this fact is modelled on the proof of Proposition 1 in 8 .
 .THEOREM 6. Let V, S, m be a finite measure space that is not purely
atomic. If F satisfies a D -condition for large ¨alues then the Orlicz space2
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F .L m , endowed with the Luxemburg norm, is uniformly monotone. Conse-
 .quently, if V, S, m is a finite measure space that is not purely atomic, a
F .reflexi¨ e Orlicz space L m with the Luxemburg norm has the fixed-point
property.
Proof. Suppose F satisfies a D -condition for large values and let2
w xK ) 0. As noted in 8 , a classical argument shows that there exists M ) 0
 . M  .such that F lt F l F t if t G K and l G 1. Let 0 - e - 1 and set
 .M  .  .  ..a s er2 . Choose K ) 0 such that F K s ar a q 2 m V ' h.
 . M  .Now, using the first stated fact, choose M ) 0 such that F lt F l F t
if t G Ker2 and l G 1. With l s 2re and u s lt, it follows that
a MF u F F e ur2 if u G K . ) .  .  .
It is then straightforward to see that there exist 0 - d - 1 such that, for
  ..  .  .u G K, F ur 1 q d G 1 y ar2 F u .
F . 5 5 5 5Now let g, f g L m , g G f G 0, f s 1, and g G e . Then, sinceF F
 . F satisfies a D -condition for large values, H F f dm s 1 and H F g y2 V V
. .f re dm G 1. Since g y f G 0,
g f g y f
F dm G F dm q F dm.H H H /  /  /1 q d 1 q d 1 q dV V V
 4Setting S s w g V : g y f G eK and computing each of the integrals
on the right-hand side separately yields
g y f g y f
F dm G F dmH H /  /1 q d 2V V
e g y f
G F dmH  /2 eS
Me g y f
G F dm by ) .H /  /2 eS
Me g y f
G 1 y F dmH /  / /2 eVRS
Me
G 1 y hm V . . /2
s a 1 y hm V . .
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  . 4and, with T s v g V : f v - K ,
f f f
F dm s F dm q F dmH H H /  /  /1 q d 1 q d 1 q dV T VRT
f a
G F dm q 1 y F f dm .H H / /1 q d 2T VRT
a
G 0 q 1 y 1 y F f dm .H /  /2 T
a
G 1 y 1 y hm V . . . /2
So, combining the above computations yields that
g a
F dm G 1 y 1 y hm V q a 1 y hm V .  . .  .H  /  /1 q d 2V
a
s 1 q 1 y hm V . . /2
s 1.
5 5Thus, g G 1 q d which completes the proof of Theorem 6.F
Finally, let us note that similar arguments hold if a Banach space
contains ``good'' copies of c . A Banach space is said to have asymptotically0
 .isometric copies of c if, for every sequence e decreasing to 0, there exists0 n
 .  . < <a sequence x in the unit sphere of X such that max 1 y e a Fn ng F n n
5 5  . < < a x F max 1 q e a for all finite subsets F of naturalng F n n ng F n n
numbers.
PROPOSITION 7. If a Banach space X contains an asymptotically isometric
copy of c , then X fails to ha¨e the fixed-point property.0
Proof. Assume that X contains an asymptotically isometric copy of c0
 .and let x be the unit vector basis of c as above. Define C sn 0
 `  . 4  . a x : a g c , 0 F a F 1 . Let e be a sequence which de-ns1 n n n 0 n n
1 ` creases to 0 such that e - for each n and  e - `. Then  1 yn ns1 n n4
1` `.  .  .  .2e / 0. Define T  a x s 1 y a x q  1 y 2e a x . Itn ns1 n n 1 1 ns1 n n nq14
is straightforward to check that T is a nonexpansive self-mapping of C
without a fixed point.
Although a result analogous to Theorem 2 can be shown concerning
 .lattice renormings of c G for uncountable G, this is not pursued here0
since the authors know of no significant consequences of this fact.
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